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The  notion of a parsable grammar  is introduced. A definition of cover is provided 
which is a generalization of a well-known definition of cover. Wi th  this new definition of 
cover we prove that every parsable grammar  is covered by an LR( I )  g rammar  or, if the 
language is prefix-free, by a strict deterministic grammar.  A consequence of this result is 
that every LR(k) grammar  is covered by an LR(1) or a strict deterministic grammar.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous parsing methods have been introduced in the literature. Each of these 
methods also defines a certain class of grammars for which the method works. 
It  is natural to ask for the possibility to transform a grammar belonging to one class 
into a grammar belonging to another class. I f  we consider the parsing problem there 
are two conditions which have to be fulfilled. The grammar obtained by the transforma- 
tion should generate the same language, and it has for each sentence a parse which is 
equal to or can easily be converted to the parse of the same sentence in the original 
grammar. 
In this way it is possible to transform grammars which are difficult to parse into gram- 
mars which can be parsed more easily. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The conversion of one 
parse to another parse is formalized (e.g. in [1, 3]) to a definition of covering of grammars. 
Mickunas and Schneider [10] gave a direct transformation of an LR(k) grammar to an 
LR(1) grammar (or under additional hypotheses to a LR(O) grammar) such that the main 
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part of the original grammar is covered by the new grammar. A very complicated proof 
of this result appeared in [9]. Moreover, Mickunas [8] presented another algorithm for this 
transformation. In this paper we show that the proof of the property that every LR(k) 
grammar is covered by an LR( I )  or LR(O) grammar is rather trivial by using the standard 
conversion of a deterministic pushdown tranducer to a context-free grammar. This  
problem was presented as an open problem in [1, p. 709] and in [5]. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to some basic concepts concerning formal 
grammars and automata. 
DEFINrrloN 1.1. A context-free grammar (c.[g for short) is a four-tuple G- -  
(N, 22, P, S), where N and Z are two alphabets, N n 27 95 (letters in X and N are called 
terminals and nonterminals, respectively), V --  N u 27, S e N and the set of productions P 
is a finite subset of N • V*. The  productions in P are numbered for identification. If
(A, 7) is in P then we write A -+ Y or we use the notation i. A - *  9' if zt ~ 9' is the ith 
production in P. 
( .... $ is defined for strings ~, ~b e V* if there exist strings ~, 13, y e V* and A e N so 
that ( ~.q/?, ~ = o~y/~, and A -+ 2, e P. 
I f  13 c 27* we may write # =>,. ~b and if c~ e 2"  we may write s e ~- ~ r In  the usual way 
we denote the transitive and the reflexive-transitive closure of ~ by ~,  and *~, respec- 
tively, and the same can be done for =>z and ~. .  The language generated by (7 isL(G) = 
{w e Z~:: S *-:- w}. A sequence ~o => ~:1 ~ "'" => ~:~ , where ~o S and ~,, = w e E*, 
is called a derivation of w. Each element of this sequence is called a sententialform. I f  
is replaced b\ ..... ~ or -~r this derivation is said to be a leftmost derivation (left parse) or a 
rightmost derivation (right parse), respectively. 
Sometimes we use the notation 8 ~= w, where 7r denotes a certain concatenation of
numbers  of productions used in the derivation of w. If  a E V* then ! ~ [ denotes the 
length of a. "['he first k symbols of o~ are denoted by k: ~. I f  [ e~ 1% k then k: e~ = ~. The 
empty string is denoted by e. A language L is said to be prefix-free iff u eL  and uv eL  
implies v ~. 
All cfg's in this paper are reduced, i.e., each element of V can appear in a sentential 
form and each nonterminal  can generate a string of terminals. A cfg G is said to be 
unambiguous if each sentence in L(G) has only one left parse. 
DEFINITION ].2 [6]. A cfg G = (N, Z', P, S) is said to be strict deterministic f there 
exists a partition p of V such that 
(1) zcp, 
(2) fin- any A, A' e N and ~, t3, 13' c V*, if A --~ ~j3, A' ~ ,xfl' and A 7_~ A'  (mod p) 
then either 
(i) both fi, 13' ~/: r and 1 :/3 _ 1 : 13' (rood/3) or 
(ii) ~ .... 13' r and A = A'. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A (reduced) cfg G --  (N, X, P, S) such that there is no derivation 
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S ->~- S possible, is said to be an LR(k) grammar if, for each w, w', x ~ Z'*; 7, ~, ~', 
p, 3 '~  V*; A,A '~N,  if 
(i) S -*->,. odw ~>,. c~3w -= 9,w and 
(ii) S -*->,. c~'A'x ~ o~'3'x ~- yw' and 
(iii) k :w=k:w ' ,  
then A --~ fi ,= A'-~- ~' and I c~/3 I = I c(/3' ]. 
For an extensive treatment of LR(k) grammars and their languages the reader is 
referred to [2]. 
Remark (see [6]). The class of strict deterministic grammars is a proper subclass of 
the LR(O) grammars and they generate xactly the prefix-free deterministic languages. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A deterministic pushdown transducer (dpdt for short) is an eight-tuple 
P (Q, X, F, A, 3, q0, Z0, F), where Q is a finite set of states, ~, F, and A are alphabets 
and 3 is a mapping from Q • (Z 'u  {E}) x F to Q • P* • A* such that if 3(q, a, Z) 
is defined, then 3(q, E, Z) is undefined and if 3(q, E, Z) is defined, then 3(q, a, Z) is un- 
defined for all a ~ Z. Further, q0 ~ Q is the initial state, Z o ~ 1" is the start symbol, and 
F _C Q is the set of accepting states. A configuration of P is a four-tuple (q, w, ~, y) in 
Q • E* • F* y. A*. I f  3(q, a, Z) = (r, ~, z) we write (q, ax, Zy, y) ~ (r, x, ~y, yz). In 
the usual way the move ~ is extended to ~---+ and ~-. The translation defined by P is the 
set r(P) {(x, y) [ (qo, x, Zo, ,) ~- (q, E, c~, y) for some q ~F  and ~ E P*). The language 
accepted by P is the set L(P) ~- {x I (x, y) ~ ~-(P)}. L(P) is said to be a deterministic 
language. 
2. COVERS 
In this section we try to formalize the idea of conversion of one parse to another parse, 
as shown in Fig. 1. The following definition can be found in [1, p. 276] and also in a slightly 
different form in [3]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A cfg G' = (N', Z, P', S') is said to right-cover a cfg G = (N, %', 
P, S) if 
1. L(G') -- L(G), 
2. there is a homomorphism h such that 
(i) if S'  '~' :~,. w, then S ~( - '1  w, and 
(ii) for all 7r, such that S =~ w, there exists ~r' such that S' ~' ~ .  w and h(Ir') = ~r. 
Note that in ~r, ~r', and h@') the concatenation of productions i such that they appear 
in the same order as they are applied in the rightmost derivation of w. 
A similar definition can be given for leftmost derivations. We make a few observations. 
We note that it is possible to introduce "cover"-definifions for other types of derivations, 
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and also for strings of productions used in a generation of w E L(G) that do not necessarily 
correspond to a derivation in the usual sense. For example, the result of left-corner parsing 
[12] is a string of productions uch that in general the productions cannot be applied in 
a derivation in the same order as they appear in that string. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be a cfg with productions 1. E --+ E + T, 2. E ~ T, 3. T -+ T .  F,  
4. T ~ F, 5. F --~ (E), and 6. F --+ a, then the string 64362156424 is the left-corner parse 
for sentence a * a + (a). The second observation is that in this definition right parses 
are mapped on right parses, or in general, a parse of type x with respect o G' is mapped 
on a parse of type x with respect to G. It is, however, also possible to map a parse of type x 
with respect to G' on a parse of type y with respect to G. An example of this can be found 
in [4], where a transformation of grammars is given such that left parses are mapped on 
reversed right parses. These observations motivate our following definition. The notation 
G'[x/y]G mean that G' covers G such that x-parses with respect o G' are mapped on 
y-parses with respect o G. The sentence "w eL(G) and 7r is an x-parse of w with respect 
~r to G" is abrreviated to S ~ w. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G' = (N' ,  2J, P' ,  S')  and G = (N, X, P, S) be cfg's. G'[x/y]G if 
1. L(G') =L(G), 
2. there is a homomorphism h such that 
"" w, then S ~(=' )  w, and (i) i fS '~  x 
(ii) for all rr such that S ~u " w, there exists ~r' such that S '  ~ ~' w and hOr' ) = rr. 
3. PARSABLE GRAMMARS 
Although in the original papers not always formally presented that way, most of the 
parsing methods for deterministic languages can be implemented by a deterministic 
pushdown transducer. See for example [1], where it is shown that a k-predictive parsing 
algorithm for LL(k) grammars and a shift-reduce parsing algorithm for LR(k) grammars 
can be implemented by a dpdt (with an endmarker on the input). In  [5, 7] the same is 
done for the strict deterministic grammars. 
This motivates us to consider grammars for which a parsing method exists that can be 
implemented by a dpdt. The most general parsing method we can then consider is a dpdt 
which acts as a parser, that is, given a cfg G, if w eL(G) then the dpdt with input w gives 
a parse with respect o G as output and if w 6L(G) then the dpdt halts and gives an error- 
message. Moreover, we demand that in a final state of the dpdt no moves are possible. 
Such a dpdt will be called a valid dpdt for G. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A cfg G is said to be a parsable grammar if there exists a valid dpdt 
for G. 
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For each type of parse a subclass of the class of parsable grammars can be defined. For 
instance the class of left-corner parsable grammars i the class of those grammars for which 
there is a valid dpdt which gives a left-corner parse as output. In [1] the left-parsable and 
reversed right-parsable grammars were already defined with the aid of a simple syntax 
directed translation scheme. For more general types of parses this way of defining is more 
restrictive than with the aid of a dpdt. 
For examples howing this and also for examples of grammars belonging to other classes 
the reader is referred to [11]. 
In the inclusion diagram shown in Fig. 2, U stands for unambiguous, P for parsable, 
LP  for left parsable, and RP for reversed right-parsable grammars. An example of a 
grammar which is parsable but which is not left or reversed right parsable is the cfg with 
productions 1. S -+ ABc, 2. S --~ DBd, 3. A --~ a, 4. D --~ a, 5. B ---, bBa, and 6. B --~ b. 
L(G) = L1 U Lz ,  where L 1 = {abn+lanc [n ~ 0), and L~ = {abn+land ] n ~ 0}. It can 
easily be seen that a dpdt P can be constructed such that each sentence ofL  1 has a parse 
in {65~31 ]n ~ 0} and each sentence inL~ has a parse in {65~42 ] n ~ 0} which are both 
sets of reversed left parses. A cfg which is unambiguous but which is not a parsable 
grammar is the cfg with productions 1. S ~ AEc, 2. S --* DB, 3. A ~ a, 4. D ~ a, 
5. E ~ bEc, 6. B --~ bBc, 7. E --* bc, and 8. B --~ bc. Examples of grammars which are 
LL(k) or LR(k) but not left parsable, respectively reversed right parsable can be found in 
[1]. 
U 
I 
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/ \  
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I ' 
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FIGURE 2 
4. ON THE COVERING OF PARSABLE GRAMMARS 
In this section we show that every parsable grammar is covered by a strict deterministic 
grammar. I f  cfg G is a parsable grammar then there exists a valid dpdt for G. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that L(G) is prefix-free since, instead of parsing w ~ L(G), 
we can parse w l_, where the endmarker ]_ is a symbol not already in the alphabet of G. 
The following lemma is now elementary. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P = (Q, L', F, A, 3, qo, Zo, F) be a valid dpdt for a cfg G. Then 
we can construct a valid dpdt P'  for cfg G such that . (P)  = . (P ' )  and P' accepts with 
empty pushdown list in only one final state. 
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Proof. Note that in general there are some interpretations possible for a final state 
of the dpdt P. For example, it is possible that the sequence of configurations 
(qo , w, Zo , e) ~- (q, ~, ~,, y,) ~- (p, ~, o,', Yl Y2), 
exists where both q and p are final states and hence according to Definition 1.4 both 
(w, Yl) and (w, 3'~ Y2) are elements of -c(P). This is not quite what we want and therefore 
in conformity with what we consider to be a final state of a parsing algorithm, we have 
demanded in the preceding section that in a final state of a valid dpdt for a cfg G no moves 
are possible. Notice that L(G) is assumed to be prefix-free. Now construct a valid dpdt 
P '  = (Q w Qx w {q~}, 27,/" u {Zoo}, A, 8', q0, Zoo, (q~}), where Q1 ={q'[  q oF} and where 
qe and the states q' ~ Q1 are newly introduced states. Zoo is a symbol not already in F and 
3' is equal to ~ except for the following cases. 
(a) Define 8'(qo, ~, Zoo ) = (qo, ZoZoo, E). 
(b) For all q EF, for all corresponding q' sQ, and for all Xs  ; 'define 8'(q, E, X) -- 
(q', ~, r 8'(q', ~, X) -- (q', E, E) and 8'(q', E, Zoo ) -- (qe, ~, s). 
It can easily be verified that P '  satisfies the desired condition. I 
For convenience we repeat he construction of a strict deterministic grammar from a 
dpdt as given by Harrison and Havel [6]. We let the productions follow by the output 
of the dpdt which corresponds to these productions. 
CONSTRUCTION 4.1. Let P = (Q, x, F, A, 3, qo, Zo, {q~}) be a valid dpdt for a cfg G 
which accepts with empty pushdown list and which has only one final state. Then define 
G' = (N', 27, P' ,  S') where 
(l) N '  = {[pAa] Ip, qEQ, A ~F}, S' = [qoZoqe]; 
(2) P '  is defined as follows. Let 3(p, a, A) = (r, X 1 '-" X~, y) with a ~ 27 k3 {~}. 
Then if k > 0 P '  contains the productions [ pAq~] --+ a[rXaql] ... [qk_xX~q~]/(y) for all 
sequences qx, q2 .... , qt,: of states in Q. I f  k = 0 then the production obtained is [ par] --+ 
a/(y). 
In the sequel we assume that in a grammar obtained from this construction all useless 
symbols and productions are removed. With this construction we obtain a strict deter- 
ministic grammar G' such thatL(G') = L(P). As can be seen in step (2) G' simulates with 
leftmost derivations the moves that can be done by the dpdt. Therefore we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a parsable grammar with a valid dpdt which produces x-parses. 
Then there exists a strict deterministic grammar G' such that G'[I/x]G. 
Proof. Let cfg G -- (N, X, P, S) be a parsable grammar for a valid dpdt and parses 
of type x. This valid dpdt can be transformed to a valid dpdt P = (Q, Z',/ ', A, 8, qo, 
Z0, {qe}) which accepts with empty pushdown list in one final state. In this eight-tuple the 
alphabet of output symbols A consists of the numbers of the productions of G. From P 
we can construct a strict deterministic grammar G' = (N', Z', P ' ,  S'). 
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Now G'[t/x]G, where the cover-homomorphism h is defined as follows. Every produc- 
tion of G' which is obtained in Construction 4.l from 8(p, a, X) - -  (r, X~ -" X k ,y),  
where a c Z U {eJ and h ~ 0, is mapped on y (note that y ~ A*). 
Now it is straightforward to show S'  ~ '  w iff (q0, w, Z0, E) ~k_ (q,, e, E, h0r')), and 
therefore we have 
(a) if S '  - :7'  w then (qo, w, Zo, e) ~- (q~, e, e, h(rr')) and since P is a valid dpdt 
'~(~') W; for G we have S - ,  
(b) if S -;-~ w in G then, since P is a valid dpdt for G we have (q0 , w, Z 0 , E) ~k_ 
(q~ e, e, rr) and hence S' , =~ w, where h(Tr') - -  7r. 
According to Definition 2.2 we conclude G'[I/x]G. I 
However this result is not quite satisfactory since if a sentence is parsed with a strict 
deterministic parsing method the result is a reversed right parse while in this theorem we 
used a left parse. The next theorem gives a better result; y is used to denote reversed 
right parses. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a parsable grammar with a valid dpdt which produces x-parses. 
Then there exists a strict deterministic grammar G' such that G'[f/x]G. 
Proof. Our starting point is again a valid dpdt for G which is transformed to a valid 
dpdt P -= (9, 27, F, z], 8, q0 , Z0, {qe}) for G which accepts with empty pushdown list 
and in only one final state. Let t be the total number of three-tuples for which 8 is defined, 
then ]etL - {1, 2,.., t}. The elements of L are used as labels. From P we construct a new 
valid dpdt P '  :::= (9, 27, Fu  {K~ l i l Y} ,  A, 8', qo , Zo , {qe}) where {K~ l i ~L  } r3 1" -- 
and 8' is defined as follows. Suppose we have in P for k > 0 and a c Z U {e} 
i. 8( p, a, .4) - -  (r, • ' "  XI~ , y) (type-0 step) 
then define in P' 
i'. 8'(p, a, A) --  (r, K iX  1 "-' X~,:, ~) (type-1 step) 
and 
i". 8'(r, e, K~) = (r, e,y). (type-2 step) 
Note that we placed the output y in i". This will be motivated later. I f  we have in P for 
aeZu {c} 
j. 8( p, a, A)  = (r, e, z) (type-3 step) 
then define in P' 
j ' .  8 '(p,  a, .4) : (r, e, z). (type-4 step) 
Notice that the final state of P is reached with an application of a type-3 step, with 
r = q,,, which remains unaltered. Therefore P '  has the same properties as P (i.e., P '  
accepts with empty pushdown list and in only one final state) and r(P ' )  = r(P). Cortver- 
sion of P '  to a cfg yields again a strict deterministic grammar. Now consider two gram- 
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mars, G1 obtained from P and G 2 obtained from P ' .  I f  for G i 1 is a production obtained 
from a type-0 step, that is 
1. [pAq]  --~ a[rXlql] "" [qk_iXkq]l(y)  
(1 is a type-0 production), then for G2 there are productions 1' and l" obtained from a 
type-1 step and a type-2 step, respectively, where 
1'. [ pAq] -+ a[rK~r][rX~qx] "" [qk_xXkq]/(~) 
and 
1". [rK~r] -+ ~/( y)  
(where 1' is a type-I production and l" is a type-2 production). I f for G 1 n is a production 
obtained from a type-3 step, that is 
n. [ pAr ]  ~ 4(~) 
(n is a type-3 production), then for G 2 there is a production '  obtained from a type4  
step, where 
n'. [pA,']-->-~f(~) 
(n' is a type-4 production). 
Notice that each occurrence of a subtree only consisting of a type-0 production l 
in a parse tree with respect o G 1 has a corresponding occurrence of a subtree only con- 
sisting of 1' and I" in the parse tree with respect o G~. 
The occurrences of 1' and 1" in such a corresponding subtree are said to be connected. 
Instead of saying that such subtrees correspond we will also say that in such a case 1 
corresponds with 1' and 1" or simply with 1". Now consider a reversed right parse rr, with 
respect to G 2 of a sentence w, in which we have occurrences of productions 1', 1", m',  
and m" (type-1 and type-2 productions). That  is rr can be written as one of the two forms 
a .  7r  = . . .  1" - "  m"  " - '  m '  - "  1' .-', 
b. 7 r= ""1 . . . . .  1' "'" m" " "m'  "", 
where 1" and 1' are connected and m" and m'  are connected. For l' ~- m'  a form 
9 " 1" "-- m" "" 1' -" m'  -'- cannot exist for connected occurrences of l' and 1". The  situation 
1' - -  m'  will not lead to problems as can be seen in what follows. 
In  a left parse of w with respect o G 1 both forms a and b change to 
" '"  ] - - 'm "-" C. 7rl=~ 
where 1 corresponds to the occurrences of 1' and l" displayed above in a and b, and m 
corresponds to the occurrences of m'  and m" displayed above in a and b. Notice that 1 
and m in c appear in the same order as 1" and m" in both a and b, which will make it 
possible to us to define a cover-homomorphism. 
In  the same way as we did above for type-0, type- l ,  and type-2 productions we can 
consider type-3 and type-4 productions or combinations, and the following claim can be 
easily verified. 
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Claim. The order of type-2 and type-4 productions in a reversed right parse of a 
sentence w with respect o G 2 is the same as the order of the corresponding type-0 and 
type-3 productions in the left parse with respect o G 1 . 
Our intentions will be clear. We want to map reversed right parses with respect o G 2 
on the x-parses with respect o G and we make use of cfg G 1 since we know that Gl[l/x]G. 
There remains a small problem. In general we do not have G2[f/l] G 1 since a type-2 
production can correspond to more than one type-0 production. However, for a given 
type-2 production each of the corresponding type-0 productions is obtained from the 
same t),pe-0 step, which means that for the cover-homomorphism of Ga[l/x]G each of 
these productions is mapped on the output, say y, given in this step. Therefore we can 
immediately define a homomorphism h such that G2[f/x]G , and where h is defined as 
h(l") ~ y, h(l') ~ E and h(n') = z, where 1", 1', n', y, and z are as given before. Let G' 
be G 2 , then the proof is complete. II 
Notice that with the cover-homomorphism of Theorem 4.2 we have both G~[I/x]G and 
G2[r This is not difficult to understand since the productions which support the 
cover appear in both left and reversed right parses in the same order. 
Up to this point we have been concerned with context-free grammars G such that 
L(G) is prefix-free. In the following corollary which concludes this section we consider 
both prefix-free and non-prefix-free languages. The first part of this corollary is in fact 
Theorem 4.2. For the proof of the second part we need the definition of anLR(1) grammar 
as presented in Section 1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let G be a parsable grammar with a valid dpdt which produces 
x-parses. Then 
(i) i f  L(G) is prefix-free, there exists a strict deterministic grammar G' such that 
G'[r/x]G; 
(ii) otherwise there exists an LR(1) grammar G' ;-uch that G'[r 
Proof of the second part. Suppose G (N, Z', P, S) is an x-parsable grammar and 
L(G) is not necessarily prefix-free. Define cfg G 1 = (N 13 {$1} , Z u {_[_}, P 13 {S 1 ~ S]_}, 
$1} , where S 1 is not already in N and S 1 --+ S I_ is a production with label 0. Clearly G 1 
is x-parsable and there exists a strict deterministic grammar G 2 (N2, 278, P2, S~), 
where z~ 2 = Z~3 {J_}, sucb that Gz[~/x] G 1 with cover-homomorphism h. G 2 has 
type-1 productions (see the proof of Theorem 4.2) with __ on the right-hand side. These 
productions are of the form ? / -+ _[_B1B ~ ." B n , n ~ 0 and A, B 1 , B~ ..... Bn E N2 9 
Let Q be the subset of P2 which contains only such productions. 
Define R {_/4 -+ B1B 2 ... B~ I A --~ _[ B IB  2 ... B n ~ Q}, where each production in R 
has the same label as the corresponding production in Q, and let R' be the complement of 
Q in P2 9 Define G' (N', Z' ,  P' ,  S'), where N '  N 2 , 2:' == Z', P '  = R u R', and 
S' =: $2. Clearly L(G') =- L(G) (necessarily we have for a product ion/ I  -+ •  2 ... 
B,, ~ Q that B~B2 "'" B~ ~ ) and G'[r/x]G with a cover-homomorphism h' which is defined 
h'(p)  =- e for each p ~ P '  such that h(p) = 0, 
h ' (p)  - :  h(p) otherwise. 
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We prove G' is an LR(I)  grammar. Suppose G' is not LR(I) ,  then there exist y, a, a', 
/3,/3' ~ (AT' q0 27')*; w, w', x e 27'*; A, A '  ~ N '  such that 
(1) S '  *~, o, Aw =>, o, Sw - -  yw 
and 
and 
(2) S '  *~-,. a 'A 'x  -->r od/3'x =: 7w' 
(3) 1 : w - -  1 : w' and (A -+/3, I a/3 I) @ (A ' -+/3 ' ,  [ e~'/3' I)- 
We prove that this contradicts the property that G 2 is strict deterministic and hence an 
LR(O)  grammar. Notice that the only difference between G'  and G~ is in the productions 
in R and Q. For (1) and (2) we have corresponding derivations (1 ') and (2') in G2, that is, 
if in (1) or (2) a production of R is used then in (1') and (2') the corresponding production 
of Q is used and otherwise the same productions are used. 
We distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1. Assume 1 :w =e,  then w =w'  = e and 
sponding derivations for (1) and (2) can be written as 
(1') S ' *~, .y '  and (2') S '  *>r y" 
where 
G' is ambiguous. The corre- 
7' = Yl _L 7',, with YW2 = Y, if a production of R is used in (1), 
y'  - -  y, if no production of R is used in (1), 
7"  7a  ] -  74, with YaY4 - -  Y, if a production of R is used in (2), 
7" =- Y, if no production of R is used in (2). 
It is sufficient o consider the following three cases. 
a. The case 7' := 7" = Y contradicts G2 is unambiguous. 
b. Let y' = 71 ~- 72 and 7" - -  7 - -  717z 9 Then, with v ~L(71)  , we have that both v 
and v J_ in L(G=) which is impossible. 
c. Let y' = 71 -[- 72 and y" = 7a 5- Y4- Necessarily we have again both 7a ~" e 
and 74 ~> e. I f  71 == Ya then one can easily verify, by considering the different ways 5_ 
can be introduced, that G~ is ambiguous. Moreover, if 71 ~ Ya then, if v c- L(7),  we have 
both v eL(y1) and v eL(y2) which leads again to the false conclusion that Ge is ambiguous. 
Case 2. 
03 
and 
(2a') 
or 
(2b') 
Assume 1 : w c Z', then the corresponding derivations for G 2 are 
S '  *-;,. c* 'A 'x i  -~-,. ~ ' f l 'xs -  - yw '  l ,  
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Since 1 : w = 1 : w' and (.//--+ 13, ] aft l) v a (A' --+ fl', I ~'fl' L) we have both the existence 
of (1') and (2a') and of (1') and (2b') contradict the fact that G 2 is LR(O). 
This completes the proof that G' is LR(1). II 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The importance of Theorem 4.2 is that every cfg for which a parsing method exists 
that can be implemented by a dpdt is covered by a strict deterministic grammar. Since the 
cover is such that reversed right parses of the strict deterministic grammar are considered 
parsing the strict deterministic grammar is as good as parsing the original grammar. For 
x = f we see that every reversed right parsable grammar is right-covered (see Definition 
2.1) by a strict deterministic grammar. According to the inclusion diagram of Section 3 
and our assumption of prefix-free languages we can conclude that everyLR(k) grammar is 
right-covered by a strict deterministic grammar. According to the remark following 
Definition 1.2 we can conelude that every LR(k) grammar is right-covered by an LR(O) 
grammar (or without he assumption of prefix-free languages by an LR(1) grammar). 
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